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SPECIAL ACCESS DATA COLLECTION 

January 23, 2015 

 

Below is an inventory of the changes made to the database container.  You will need to replace 

your existing SPADC folder on your c:\ drive with the SPADC folder contained in the new 

database container .zip file downloaded from the FCC’s website.  To ensure a smooth operation 

of the updated database container, we recommend that you “drop” the spadc user in Oracle and 

re-perform certain technical steps in creating the table structure, see step 3.3.3 in the Technical 

Manual v1.5.   

 
Changes in Version 1.6 as Compared to Version 1.5 

 

 File(s) Nature of Update 

1 IIA7_CP_COLOC_WIRE 

 
 Modified all fields except the ID field to accept NULL 

as provided for in instructions. 

 

 Modified Lat and Long fields to accept zeros. 

 

2 IIA12_CP_PRICE_CE_PART1 

IIB4_ILEC_PRICE_CE_PART1 

 

 Modified so that when Term = 1 then End_Date can be 

NULL as provided for in instructions. 

 

3. IIB4_ILEC_PRICE_CE_PART1  Modified MRP Lat./Long fields to accept zeros. 

 

 

 
Changes in Version 1.5 as Compared to Version 1.4 

 

 File(s) Nature of Update 

1 IIA12_CP_PRICE_CE_PART1 

IIB4_ILEC_PRICE_CE_PART1 

 

 Modified to accept “-99” in the Term field and changed 

constraint so that if Term equals -99 then the following 

fields can be NULL:  End_Date, Term_Discount_IC, 

Volume_Commitment, and Vol_Discount_IC. 

 

2 IIA13_CP_BILLING_ADJ 

IIB5_ILEC_BILLING_ADJ 

 

 Modified to accept NULL for the following fields:  

Adj_Term, Adj_Term_Length, Adj_Vol, 

Adj_Vol_Circ, and Adj_Vol_Rev. 

 

3. IIB3_ILEC_LOCATION_DATA  Modified constraints to accept NULL or zero for all of 

the following fields: Sold_bandwidth_total, 

Sold_bandwidth_UNE, Sold_bandwidth_enduser, 

Sold_bandwidth_tfw, and Sold_bandwidth_Mobile.  

Previously, at least one of these fields had to be >0. 

 

4. IIB7_ILEC_COLOC_WIRE  Modified so that if PriceFlex field is “N” then NULL 

values accepted for the following fields:   

PriceFlex_Level1_Term, PriceFlex_Level2_Term, 

PriceFlex_Level1_Other, PriceFlex_Level2_Other, 

MSA_Grant, and MSA_ID. 

 

5. IIB12_ALL_TARIFFS  Constraint modified so that if Non_Rate_Benefit field 

is “N” then Non_Rate_Benefit_Exp field can be NULL. 

 

6. IIB13_ILEC_NON_TARIFF  Modified following fields to accept NULL:  Parties, 
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Changes in Version 1.5 as Compared to Version 1.4 

 

 File(s) Nature of Update 

Effective_Date, End_Date, End_Date, and Summary. 

 

 

 
Changes in Version 1.4 as Compared to Version 1.3 

 

 File(s) Nature of Update 

1. IIA4_CP_LOCATION_DATA  Further modified restrictions to accept NULL values 

for all the following fields:  Sold_bandwidth_total, 

Sold_bandwidth_enduser, Sold_bandwidth_tfw, and 

Sold_bandwidth_Mobile. 

 

2. IIA12_CP_PRICE_CE_PART1 

IIB4_ILEC_PRICE_CE_PART1 
 Further changed restrictions to accept negative values 

for the following fields: Initial_NRC, Unit_NRC, 

Initial_MRC, Unit_MRC, Billed and Total_Billed. 

 

 

 
Changes in Version 1.3 as Compared to Version 1.2 

 

 File(s) Nature of Update 

1. Launch SPADC.bat file 

(Graphical User Interface)  
 Fixed to allow the individual loading of files without 

first doing a “load all” step; previously “data not 

found” error message appeared when trying to load 

individually without first doing a “load all.” 

 

 .bad files now appear in spadc_script_files folder when 

doing a “load all” function. 

 

2. IIA4_CP_LOCATION_DATA  Previously, at least one of the following fields had to be 

>0: Sold_bandwidth_total, Sold_bandwidth_enduser, 

Sold_bandwidth_tfw, and Sold_bandwidth_Mobile. 

Restriction changed to accept NULL values for all 

fields. 

 

3. IIA9_CP_HQ_AFF_EF  Changed restriction to accept both zeros and NULL in 

Year_Head field. 

 

4. IIA12_CP_PRICE_CE_PART1 

IIB4_ILEC_PRICE_CE_PART1 
 Changed restrictions to accept negative values for the 

following fields: Initial_NRC, Unit_NRC, 

Initial_MRC, Unit_MRC, Billed and Total_Billed. 

 

 Circuit_Type field modified to accept – other CBDS – 

as provided for in instructions. 

 

 Contraints on DSn_Bandwidth, 

OtherCBDS_Bandwidth, and PBDS_Bandwidth fields 

modified so that the applicable field (depending on 

Circuit_Type field entry) must be >0 while other non-

applicable fields must be NULL. 
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Changes in Version 1.3 as Compared to Version 1.2 

 

 File(s) Nature of Update 

5. IIE15_MW_NON_TARIFF 

IIF14_PURC_NON_TARIFF 
 Restraints changed to accept NULL values for the 

following fields: Parties, Effective_Date, End_Date, 

and Summary. 

 

 


